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Abstract Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is an important component of
a task oriented dialogue system, which obtains slot values in user utterances. NLU
module is often required to return standard slot values and recognize new slot values
at the same time in many real world dialogue such as restaurant booking. Neither
previous sequence labeling models nor classifiers can satisfy both requirements by
themselves. To address the problem, the paper proposes an attention based joint
model with negative sampling. It combines a sequence tagger with a classifier by
an attention mechanism. The tagger helps in identifying slot values in raw texts and
the classifier simultaneously maps them into standard slot values or the symbol of
new values. Negative sampling is used for constructing negative samples of existing
values to train the model. Experimental results on two datasets show that our model
outperforms the previous methods. The negative samples contribute to new slot values identification, and the attention mechanism discovers important information and
boosts the performance.

1 Introduction
Task oriented dialogue system, which has been widely used in a variety of different applications, is designed to accomplish a specific task through natural language
interactions. One of its most important components is Natural Language Understanding(NLU). NLU aims at collecting information related to the task.
Semantic frames are commonly applied in NLU [11], each of which contains different slots. One of the goals of NLU is to fill in the slots with values extracted from
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the user utterances. In previous work, sequence labeling models are usually used
for slot values recognition. For example, Tur et al. [10] used Conditional Random
Field (CRF) with domain-specific features for the task. With the success of deep
neural networks, Kaisheng Yao et al. [14] proposed a RNN model with Named Entities(NER) as features. They also used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13] and
some other deeper models. Ma et al. [4] combined Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), LSTM and CRF in a hierarchical way, where features extracted by a CNN
are fed to a LSTM, a CRF in top level is used to label slot values.
Nevertheless, only the labeling of the slot values is not enough in some applications. The slot values labeled in utterances should be normalized to some standard
values for database search. For example, in a restaurant booking system, there are
standard values of slot ’food’ like ’Asian oriented’. If a user wondered a restaurant which serves ’pan Asian’ food, the system should normalize the ’pan Asian’
in utterance into the standard value of ’Asian oriented’ in database. There were two
different ways for addressing this problem. One is two-stage methods. Lefvévre [3]
proposed a 2+1 model. It used a generative model consisted of two parts, namely
semantic prior model and lexicalization model, to determine the best semantic structure and then treated the normalized slot values as hidden variables to figure it out.
Peter Z. Yeh [15] employed fuzzy matching in Apache Solr system for the normalization. Two-stage methods are either prone to accumulating errors or too complicated to compute. The other way is directly mapping an utterance to one of the
standard values instead of identifying the values in raw texts. A lot of classifiers
were used for building the mappings. Rahul Bhagat et al. [1] tried several different
models including Vote model, Maximum Entropy, Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Mairesse et al. [5] proposed a two-step method: a binary classifiers was first used to
determine if a slot appears in the utterance or not, and then a series classifiers were
used to map the utterance to standard values of that slot. Pedro Mota et al. [7] built
different classifiers for different slots respectively.
There is an important problem in above classification based methods however.
These models failed in dealing with the situation where a slot value out of the standard value set is mentioned in an utterance. This value should not be classified into
any existing standard values and should be recognized as a new value. To our knowledge, there is no research on this problem in classification based NLU.
The problem might be thought as one type of zero-shot problems in word sense
or text classification and others. But there is a significant difference between new
slot values and other zero-shot problems. The sense of a new word might be very
different from that of other known words. But a new slot value is still a value of the
same slot. It should share some important similarities with other known slot values.
That is the starting point for us to construct training samples for unknown new
values. We first distinguish two different types of samples of the standard values of
a specific slot S. Utterances including any known standard value or its variants of
the slot S are positive samples, and the others are negative ones. We further divide
the negative samples into two types, the first is negative samples of S, i.e. samples
including values of other slots or including no value of any slot, and the second is
negative samples of any known standard values of S. The latter is therefore can be
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used to build a classifier (together with positive samples of the standard values of S)
for identifying if an utterance includes a known standard value or a new value of S.
The paper proposes a negative sampling based method to construct samples of the
latter.
Meanwhile, sequence labeling is able to locate slot values in original utterances
even if they are unseen in standard value set. The slot values themselves are also important information for classification. The paper proposes a joint model of sequence
labeling and classification by attention mechanism, which focuses on important information automatically and takes advantage of the raw texts at the same time. Sequence labeling here aims at slot-value detection and classification is used to obtain
the standard values directly.
Overall, we propose an attention based joint model with negative sampling. Our
contributions in this work are two-fold: (1) negative sampling for existing values for
a certain slot S enables our model to effectively recognize new slot values; (2) joint
model collaborated by attention mechanism promotes the performance. We evaluate
our work on a public dataset DSTC and a dataset Service from an enterprise. All the
results demonstrate that our model achieves impressive improvements on new slot
values with less damage on other sub-datasets. The F1 score evaluated on new slot
values raises up to 0.8621 in DSTC and 0.7759 in Service respectively.
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 details on our attention based joint
model with negative sampling. We explain experiment settings in Sect. 3, then evaluate and analyse our model in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we will conclude our work.

2 Attention Based Joint Model with Negative
Sampling(AJM NS)
We assume that slots are independent of each other so they can be handled sepaS
rately. A vocabulary of values for slot S is defined as RS = {Sold } {NEW, NULL},
where Sold = {s0 , s1 , ...sk } refers to the set of standard values for which there is some
labeled data in training set. NEW refers to a new slot value. It will be assigned to
an utterance providing a new slot value for slot S which is outside Sold , and NULL
refers to no value in an utterance. For a user input xi , the aim of the model is to map
the xi into one of values in RS . Since there is no training data for a new slot value (if
we have some training samples for a value, it belongs to Sold ), classification based
models on the dataset are unable to address the problem, while sequence taggers
need another step to normalize the labels.
We describe our attention based joint model, followed by the negative sampling
methods.
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2.1 Attention based joint model
A sequence tagger and a classifier complement each other. A sequence tagger recognizes units of a slot value in an utterance, while a classifier map an utterance as
a whole into a slot value. In order to benefit from both of them, we combine them
into a joint model.
Specifically, we adopt the bi-directional LSTM [2] as a basic structure. The output of each timestep is used to output a slot tag by a softmax operation on a linear
layer as shown in Eq. 1:
sˆt = softmax(Ws ht + bs )
(1)
→
− ←
−
ht = ( ht , ht ) refers to the hidden state of time t by concatenating the hidden
state in forward and backward direction. In each direction of LSTM, like in forward
→
−
LSTM, hidden state ht is a function of the current input and the inner memory, as
defined in Eq. 2
→
−
−−→
−−→
ht = f (ht−1 , wt , Ct−1 )
(2)
−−→
where wt denotes the input word at time t and Ct−1 is the previous cell state. We
compute function f using the LSTM cell architecture in [16]. So as on backward
direction.
The hidden state of the last timestep T is used to output the class label according
to Eq. 3:
ŷ = softmax(Wc hT + bc )
(3)
We further combine them by attention mechanism[13]. Fig. 1 illustrates the procedure.
Upon attention mechanism, the model automatically focuses on locations of important information and constructs a context vector H which is defined in Eq. 4.
T

H = ∑ αt vt

(4)

t

where vt = (et , ht ) concatenates word embeddings and hidden states of LSTM and
αt is defined in Eq. 5.
exp(qt )
(5)
αt = T
∑k exp(qk )
Our model computes qt by an align function in Eq. 6 which is the same way
as [9]:
qt = (tanh(Wvt ))> hT
(6)
It is regarded as a similarity score of the utterance representation hT and the
information vt of each timestep.
Finally we concatenate context vector H and the sentence embedding hT , and
feed it into a softmax layer as shown in Eq. 7 to predict the class label of standard
slot values.
ŷ = softmax(W(H, hT ) + b)
(7)
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Fig. 1 In this figure, attention based joint model combines sequence tagging and classifying and
adopts attention mechanism for further improvements. Legend in the right corner shows the meaning of operations.

All parameters are learned simultaneously to minimize a joint loss function shown
in Eq. 8, i.e. the weighted sum of two losses for sequence tagging and classification
respectively.
L = γLtagging + (1 − γ)Lclassi f ication
N

Ltagging =

(8)

Ti

1
1
L(ŝti , sti )
∑
N i Ti ∑
t

(9)

1 N
L(ŷi , yi )
N∑
i

(10)

Lclassi f ication =

γ is a hyperparameter to balance the sequence tagging and classifying module. N in
Eq. 9 refers to the size of training data and Ti is the length of the i-th input. L(·) is
cross-entropy loss function.

2.2 Negative sampling
Model fails in recognizing new slot values without training data for them as mentioned before. If we regard all the samples for new slot values of a specific slot as
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Fig. 2 Negative sampling for Service dataset. Lower part is a translation of the example.

the negative samples of existing ones, construction of samples for new slot values
can then convert to the construction of negative samples of old ones.
As mentioned in Sect. 1, a new slot value is still a value of the same slot. It should
share some important similarities with other known slot values. Here we think the
similarities are hidden in contexts of the value, i.e. the contexts are shared among
different values of a same slot. It is therefore a possible way to construct a negative
sample by just replacing the slot values in a positive sample with a non-value. But
there are so many choices for non-value, how to choose a proper one?
Mikolov et al. [6] have already used negative sampling in CBOW and Skip-gram
models. They investigated a number of choices for distribution of negative samples
and found that the unigram distribution U(word) raised to the 3/4rd power (i.e.,
U(word)3/4 /Z) outperformed significantly the unigram and the uniform distributions. Z is the normalization constant and U(word) is the word frequency in another
word, which is calculated by U(word) = count(word)/ |Data|. We use the same
method but leave the word frequency alone. In our work a negative sample is a complete slot value that sometimes consists of several words, different from the negative
samples of a single word in [6]. That results in repeating sampling until a segment
of the same length as the existing value is formed. Fig. 2 shows the construction of
a negative example for Service dataset.

3 Experiments Setting
3.1 Dataset
We evaluate our model on two dataset: Dialogue State Tracking Challenge (DSTC)
and a dataset from an after-sale service dialogue system of an enterprise(Service).
DSTC is an English dataset from a public contest [12] and we use DSTC2 and
DSTC3 together. It collects 5510 dialogues about hotels and restaurants booking.
Each of the utterance in dialogues gives the standard slot values, according to which
slot tags can be assigned to word sequence. Based on the independency assumption,
we build datasets for each slot: keep all B- or I- tags of the slot labels and reset the
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rest to ’O’. However we find out that not all slots are suitable for the task, since there
are too few value types of the slot. At last we choose the dataset for slot ’food’ only
in our experiments.
Service is a Chinese dialogue dataset which is mainly about consultation for cell
phones and contains a single slot named ’function’. It has both sequence tags and
slot values on each utterance.
We divide two datasets into training, dev and test set respectively, and then construct some negative samples into training set for both of them. All of the utterances
corresponding to infrequent slot values in training set are put into test set to form
corpus of new slot values. These values thus have no samples in training data. Table 1 shows the statistics of the final experimental data and Table 2 tells about the
diversity of slot values.
Table 1 Statistics of two dataset
Corpus

DSTC
Service
train dev test train dev test

old 2805 937 917 3682 514 1063
Original data new 0 113 275 0 15 64
null 2244 840 953 427 64 109
negative samples 561
overall size

0

0

736

0

Table 2 Value types
Corpus

DSTC
Service
train dev test train dev test

old
new

66 64 65 80 55 67
0 21 21 0 13 44

0

5610 1890 2145 4845 593 1236

3.2 Evaluation measurements
We take weighted F1 score as the evaluation criterion in our experiments. It is defined as in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.
N

F1 = ∑ ωi F1si

(11)

i

with
ωi =

nsi
Ps × Rsi
, F1si = 2 i
n
Psi + Rsi

(12)

where n refers to the size of the test set and nsi denotes the size of class si . P and R
is precision score and recall score defined in [8].
We also evaluate on the sub-dataset of old values by Eq. 13.
k

F1old = ∑ ωiold F1si
i=0

(13)
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where ωiold = n si .
old
For sequence tagging we still consider F1 score as criterion which can be calculated by running the official script conlleval.pl1 of CoNLL conference.

3.3 Baseline
There are no previous models and experimental results reported especially on new
slot values recognition. We compare our model to existing two types of NLU methods for the task.
(1)The pipeline method:labeling the words with slot value tags first and then
normalizing them into standard values. Here, a bi-directional LSTM as same as that
in our model is used for tagging, and the fuzzy matching2 is then used to normalize
extracted tags like that in [15]. The model is denoted by LSTM FM.
(2)The classification: classifying the utterance to standard values directly. A bidirectional LSTM is used to encode user input, a full-connected layer is then used
for the classification. The model is denoted by LSTM C.

3.4 Hyperparameters
We adopt bi-directional LSTM as the basic structure. Hyperparameter γ is 0.1. The
longest input is 30, size of LSTM cell is 64, and dimension of word embedding is
100. We use minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm with Adam to update
parameters. Learning rate is initialized as 0.005. Each batch keeps 512 pieces of
training data. We choose the model performs best in dev set as the test one.

4 Result and Analyses
4.1 Comparisons among different models
We evaluate our model on two dataset described in Sect. 3.1. Our model can output
both classification results of a utterance and the labeled tags in a utterance. Table 3
and Table 4 shows the results of classification and labeling respectively.
As we can see in Table 3, our model outperforms both baseline models significantly in classification task. It achieves 13.44% and 16.17% improvements compared to LSTM FM and LSTM C model on DSTC dataset, and achieves 8.55% and
5.85% improvements on Service dataset. Especially, it shows big advantage on new
1
2

https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/output.html
http://chairnerd.seatgeek.com/fuzzywuzzy-fuzzy-string-matching-in-python
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Table 3 Classification results of different models
all

DSTC
NEW Sold

NULL

LSTM FM
0.8491 0.3063 0.9670 0.8923
LSTM C
0.8290 0.0000 0.9249 0.9761
AJM NS(ours) 0.9632 0.8621 0.9738 0.9822

all

Service
NEW Sold

NULL

0.8981 0.5693 0.9320 0.5693
0.9210 0.0000 0.9720 0.9643
0.9749 0.7759 0.9881 0.9633

Table 4 Tagging Results of different models

all
LSTM FM
LSTM FM NS
AJM NS(ours)

DSTC
NEW Sold

0.8546 0.2363 0.9837
0.8289 0.2844 0.9709
0.9024 0.5684 0.9946

all

Service
NEW Sold

0.8850 0.2615 0.9269
0.8386 0.4853 0.8655
0.9132 0.3399 0.9573

slot values recognition, where the F1 scores achieve at least 20% raises on both
DSTC and Service data.
Similar to the performance in the classification, our model also achieves best results in slot value tagging as we can see in Table 4. It performs significant better than
the pipeline method, especially for the new value. We also give the tagging results
of LSTM FM trained by adding negative samples used in our model (denoted by
LSTM FM NS in Table 4). We find negative samples are helpful to NEW slot values significantly, but they hurt the performance of old values. We give more details
of negative samples and attention mechanism in our model and baseline models in
next subsection.

4.2 Analyses
In order to analyze our model, we compare it to the model dropping out attention
mechanism only and the other dropping negative samples only. We refer to the former model as JM NS and the latter as AJM.
Table 5 Comparison inside the model with F1 scores for classification.

all

DSTC
NEW Sold

NULL

Full(AJM NS)
0.9632 0.8621 0.9738 0.9822
-Attention only(JM NS) 0.9515 0.8129 0.9739 0.9699
-NS only(AJM)
0.8247 0.0000 0.9426 0.9492

all

Service
NEW Sold

NULL

0.9749 0.7759 0.9881 0.9633
0.9700 0.7207 0.9862 0.9585
0.9234 0.0000 0.9761 0.9511
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From Table 5 we can find out that the one dropping out negative samples(AJM)
failed in dealing with new slot values recognition. It shows that the negative sampling is the key for the success in new slot values recognition. The negative samples actually enables the model to distinguish old and new slot values. For more
details, the changes of confusion matrices are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. The
left part of ’⇒’ in the table is the confusion matrix of the model without negative
samples(AJM), and the right part is from the original full model(AJM NS). With
the training of negative samples, classification results related to NEW value change
better significantly, while change little on other classes, i.e. negative samples bring
less damage to other classes.
Table 6 Confusion matrix of DSTC
DSTC
NEW
Sold
NULL

NEW
0
0
0

Sold NULL
NEW Sold NULL
184 91
NEW 225 33 17
⇒
916 1
Sold
9 908 0
9 944
NULL 13
4 936

Table 7 Confusion matrix of Service
Service
NEW
Sold
NULL

NEW Sold NULL
NEW Sold NULL
0
55
9
NEW 45 17
2
⇒
0 1063 0
Sold
4 1057 2
0
2
107
NULL 3
1
105

We also add same negative samples for training other models. The result in Table 8 shows that LSTM C NS(LSTM C with negative samples) now achieve good
performance of recognizing new slot values. As for LSTM FM NS, the F1 score
drops a lot for old values while for new slot values it raises up on the contrary. It
shows that, although negative samples still work, they damage other classes significantly in pipeline model. We can also find out that our model AJM NS still beats
the rest models on the whole dataset even if all of them use negative samples.
When we abandon attention mechanism(JM NS), the model is slightly inferior to
the full one(AJM NS), i.e. the attention mechanism can further improve the performance by focusing on the important subsequences. Since it introduces the original
word embeddings at the same time, it corrects some mistakes in the model dropping
out attention mechanism(JM NS) in which the final label is wrongly classified even
with correct sequence tags. We visualize a sample of attention in Fig. 3.
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Table 8 Classification results based on negative samples
DSTC

Service

DSTC

Service
i want
模old 式
O O O B-food
O
O O O
O O O indonesian O O B-func I-func I-func I-func
O O O B-food
O
O O O
O O O
african O O B-func I-func I-func I-func
i want an indonesian restaurant in the north part of town
A7 的 儿
童
模
式

allrestaurant
NEW
Soldpart ofNULL
an indonesian
in the north
town

JM_NS

True
Pred

LSTM FM NS 0.8572 0.3536
LSTM
C NS
0.9543 0.8261
heatmap
AJM_NS
O O O B-food
O O
True NS
JM
0.9515O 0.8129
O O O B-food
O
O O
Pred
0.9632 0.8621
AJM NS

all
NEW
A7 的 儿
童

S

NULL
怎么解
O O O 儿童模式

O O O 指纹解锁
0.9286 0.9241 0.8642 0.6203 0.9009 0.6488
怎么解
0.9637 0.9822 0.9684 0.7103 0.9825 0.9815
O
O O
O indonesian
O O B-func
I-func 0.9862
I-func I-func
O O O 儿童模式
0.9739
0.9699
0.9700
0.7207
0.9585
O
O O O indonesian O O B-func I-func I-func I-func O O O 儿童模式
0.9738 0.9822 0.9749 0.7759 0.9881 0.9633

DSTC
i want an indonesian restaurant in the north part of town
Full
heatmap
(AJM_NS) True
O O O B-food
O
O O
O
O
O O O B-food
O
O O
O
O
Pred
i want an indonesian restaurant in the north part
-Attention
O O O B-food
O
O O
O
O
True
(JM_NS)
O O O B-food
O
O O
O
O
Pred

A7 的

O O indonesian O O
O O indonesian O O
of town
A7 的
O O indonesian O O
O O
african O O

儿

童

B-func
B-func
儿
B-func
B-func

I-func
I-func
童
I-func
I-func

Service
模
式 怎么 解
I-func
I-func
模
I-func
I-func

I-func O O O
I-func O O O
式 怎么 解
I-func O O O
I-func O O O

儿童模式
儿童模式
儿童模式
指纹解锁

Fig. 3 Comparison between the full model(AJM NS) and the one dropping out attention mechanism(JM NS). The heatmap in full model is the visualization of weights for different words. The
deeper color means a larger weight.

5 Conclusion
In lots of industrial or commercial applications, it is necessary for a NLU module
to not only fill the slot with predefined standard values but also recognize new slot
values due to the diversity of users linguistic habits and business update.
The paper proposes an attention based joint model with negative sampling to
satisfy the requirement. The model combines a sequence tagger with a classifier
by an attention mechanism. Negative sampling is used for constructing negative
samples for training the model. Experimental results on two datasets show that our
model outperforms the previous methods. The negative samples contributes to new
slot values identification, and the attention mechanism improves the performance.
We may try different methods of negative sampling to further improve the performance in following works, such as introducing prior knowledge. At the same time,
scenario of multiple slot in an utterance will also be explored as it happens a lot in
daily life.
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